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REVEREND WENDY HAMILTON ANNOUNCES 

CAMPAIGN FOR DC HOUSE DELEGATE IN 2022 
DC CANDIDATE ADVANCES STATEHOOD CONVERSATION WITH HUMAN-CENTERED PLATFORM 

 
Washington, DC, Jan. 30, 2021 --- Reverend Wendy Hamilton today announced her 2022 campaign              
for DC House Delegate. As a non-career politician and community leader who has spent her adult                
life supporting DC students, single mothers, working families, and local communities, Rev. Wendy is              
now out to solve some of DC’s most challenging issues and revive a sense of shared humanity in DC. 
 
“Rev. Wendy Hamilton’s commitment to manifesting justice for all is rooted in her belief that               
statehood is possible, healthcare is a human right, education continues beyond the textbook, and              
every DC resident can thrive.” Maxine Davis, Campaign Manager, released in a statement. “I believe               
Rev. Wendy will energize DC to challenge the status quo of government and inspire people to move                 
towards a more human-centered set of policies.” 
 
Rev. Wendy is an ordained minister, social justice advocate, Howard University alumna, and mother              
who has spent her adult life embedded in DC’s communities, involved in criminal justice reform,               
civic engagement, economic inequality, and environmental justice. In 2022, she aims to ignite a              
growing appetite for a new way forward that is human-centered and focused on solving problems.               
Some of her signature policies include DC Statehood, Universal Healthcare, Criminal Justice Reform,             
and Universal Basic Income – a program where every DC resident, starting at 18-years-old, would               
receive $1,000/month to meet their basic needs and live with greater economic freedom. 
 
"I believe in a DC where every single resident isn’t just surviving, but thriving.” Rev. Wendy                
announced this afternoon at a distanced event in front of the Mary McLeod Bethune Memorial. "I’m                
running because it’s time... Time for a new set of ideas and a new mindset that breaks up the status                    
quo and puts people first. The people of DC deserve their voices heard in Congress and I will choose                   
people over profits, every single time. We need a new wave of forward-thinking leadership and               
human-centered ideas that prepare us for a future our people can get excited about. I want to help                  
activate this new wave with solutions that impact people’s everyday lives.” 
 
Rev. Wendy’s campaign starts with statehood, but it’s about much more than that. It’s about a future                 
that DC residents can get excited about; it’s about activating a new vision, a new voice, and new                  
possibilities that make our city stronger, our people more secure, our families more resilient, and               
our communities more whole. Rev. Wendy envisions a post-statehood future that is brighter for all. 
 
To learn more about Reverend Wendy Hamilton and her campaign, visit revwendyforcongress.com.            
Press/Media Inquiries may be directed to info@revwendyforcongress.com or (202) 709-3715.  
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